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ORE Catapult
• The Offshore Renewable Energy Catapult
- is the UK’s flagship technology innovation
and research centre for offshore wind, wave
and tidal energy

- collaborates with industry, academia and
Government to reduce the cost of offshore
renewable energy and create UK
economic benefit
- delivers prioritised research underpinned by
world-class test and demonstration facilities
Locations
Glasgow
Blyth (National Renewable Energy Centre)
Levonmouth, Fife

Size
c120 employees

Wave Energy: What can we agree on?

Technology development
Technology development for wave has historically been driven by investor “requirements” not
sound technology development paths. Given the scale of investment still required there is
a requirement to coordinate public sector funding into wave energy and set clear
success gates.
We have developed a stage-gated assessment process that will enable a clear evaluation of
potential and a development pathway for a device achieving commercialisation through:
•

A coordinated initial device assessment
process.

•

Sound technical criteria to transit
successive stages from proof of principle to
full scale development.

•

Clear indication of the R&D investment
required to achieve commercialisation.

•

Identification of core and generic/enabling
technologies that should be developed to
benefit the wider industry.

Technology Assessment Process
Who Needs it?
• ORE Catapult itself, in helping frame and
prioritise projects and programmes,
• technology developers wishing to
validate competitive prospects for their
innovations,
• investors and sponsors seeking technical
due diligence,
• grant awarding bodies in assessing
proposals,
• public agencies in benchmarking the
sector.

Benefits of TAP
• better matching of capital and other resources to strong technical ideas
rather than to ideas that simply have strong marketing,
• investment decisions that are better informed and have improved
confidence and reduced risk,

• efficiency in the use of capital, ensuring that there is a strong narrative of
economic justification at all stages of development,
• improved focus and economic risk management in technology
development,
• acceleration of the sector towards affordability.

Summary: Technology Assessment
Structured development
pathway focusing on key areas
of uncertainty

Manage development activity to
learn and achieve

Build on strong, credible,
innovative concepts

The Technology Assessment Process provides developers
and investors with an independent evidence based process
to de-risk the pathway to commercialisation
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